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estate.  Muons, because of their point-like structure and large mass compared to the electron, can be 
accelerated in circular machines, significantly reducing the footprint compared with equivalent electron 
machine, allowing the use of existing sites and existing tunnels. A muon collider of up to 10 TeV center-
of-mass energy could fit on the present Fermilab site [1,2]. In addition, recent muon collider designs share 
much of the same front end machines (targetry, capture and initial muon cooling) as a Neutrino Factory, 
which allows a physics-rich intermediate stage for muon collider construction. Some of the material used 
to support our proposal comes from previous work on a 4 TeV center-of-mass muon collider [3]. 
2. Accelerator Backgrounds and Muon Collider Physics 
The potential to perform physics with a muon collider will largely be determined by how well one can 
suppress the accelerator backgrounds that will be present from the collider ring.  The source of most of 
the accelerator backgrounds in a muon collider is associated with the decay of muons.  Consequently 
these backgrounds are dependent on the number of muons per bunch circulating in the collider rings, 
which is determined by specific parameters of the muon collider design.  Figure 1 shows the parameters 
of some of the muon collider scenarios that have been studied or are being studied.  The backgrounds 
related to muon decay are expected to be large.  There are 21012 muons per bunch in the high emittance 
muon collider (HEMC), which will produce 8.6105 muon decays per meter for muon beams of each 
charge for the 1.5 TeV center-of-mass collider.  
Fig. 1: Parameters used for various high and low energy muon collider scenarios that have been studied. LEMC and 
HEMC are low and high emittance muon colliders, respectively 
 
The electrons resulting from muon decays will not usually have the designed momentum for the collider 
ring and will veer off orbit to hit the walls of the beam chamber, producing high energy electromagnetic 
showers.  The following backgrounds that are related to the decay electrons are listed: 
• Electromagnetic showers from the high energy electrons.  These could be seen as energetic electron 
or photon jets. 
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• Synchrotron radiation from the energetic electrons in collider ring magnetic fields.  These photons 
will be emitted in the electron plane and could deposit energy on the mid-plane of the collider ring 
dipole magnets. 
• Photonuclear interactions with the nuclei of beam pipe, magnet or shielding material from energetic 
photons in the electromagnetic shower.  This is the main source of the hadronic background.  
Neutrons are predominantly produced from photonuclear spallation processes in the giant resonance 
region (~14-20 MeV incident gammas).  Pions can result from photonuclear interactions in the 
resonance region. 
• Bethe-Heitler muon production.  Energetic photons in the EM shower interacting with matter can 
produce muon pairs.  Although the rate for this process is small, the muons can penetrate the 
shielding material to arrive into the detector. 
There are other processes that are not associated with the muon decay electrons: 
• Beam-beam interactions such as incoherent pair production, ++e+e.  There is a significant rate 
for this process, which has a cross section ~10 mb.  The electron pairs have a small transverse 
momentum and can be trapped by the detector solenoid field. 
• Beam halo. Magnet misalignments or other errors could create a metastable off-path component to 
the muon beam. 
 
The effect of backgrounds is dependent on the physics process being considered.  The Muon Collider 
Physics and Detector Study Group has not yet adopted benchmark processes for a muon collider.  The 
physics processes of interest will likely be different for a 1.5 TeV and a 3 TeV collider, and the choice 
may well be influenced by the physics found at the LHC in the next few years.  The 1.5 TeV center-of-
mass muon collider is likely to have a similar physics program to the ILC 1 TeV machine [4,5]: 
• +  h0 where h0 is the standard model Higgs boson. 
• + tt h0 multi-jet events. 
• + bb, cc with the goal to measure cross sections and forward-backward asymmetries. 
• +  + WW, ZZ with the goal to measure parameters for strongly interacting Higgs sector 
models. 
 
For the 3 TeV center-of-mass collider, a physics program might include: 
• Di-lepton production:  + +  l + l+   Precision standard model physics as a reference point. 
• Di-boson production: + + (W+W, ZZ, ZW+) + X.  This is sensitive to strong physics dynamics 
beyond the standard model. 
•  b +b + X physics.  In the standard model this can resolve the h from the Z.  Beyond the 
standard model this potentially examines two Higgs doublet models with H and A bosons. 
• SUSY slepton or light squark (stop or sbottom) production:  + +  +  + X. 
 
The s-channel production of the H and A Higgs bosons is especially intriguing since it can only be 
performed with a muon collider.  If the heavy Higgs mass is known in advance from the LHC, the muon 
collider center-of-mass energy could be chosen so as to scan the  A and H  resonance region. If their 
masses are almost degenerate, the A and H should show an interference.  One of our future tasks that we 
are proposing would be to examine various physics topics with the background superimposed. We aspire 
to support members of the HEP community who are interested in examining various physics topics. 
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3. Approaches to Background Calculations 
3.1. Software tools 
One of our recent endeavors is to build a simulation package to study accelerator-based backgrounds in a 
muon collider.  The program should simulate muon collider accelerator backgrounds that can be used in 
the design of the collider-detector interface, the detector shielding and ultimately the detector itself.  
There is a need to be able to respond to changes that will occur in the accelerator lattice and collider ring 
design.  The package that we are developing will provide this capability.  This package makes use of the 
G4beamline program which was previously developed by Muons, Inc. [6].  G4beamline is a particle 
tracking and simulation program built on the Geant4 toolkit [7] that is specifically designed to simulate 
beam line and other systems using single particle tracking.  The approach that was taken was to write an 
interface program that contains a description of the collider lattice, from which an input to G4beamline 
can be written.  Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between G4beamline and the auxiliary programs, 
BruitDeFond and BeamMaker, that prepare the input for G4beamline.  The BruitDeFond program 
contains a description of the muon collider configuration made up of beam line elements and drifts that 
are described by their MAD parameters [8].  The program computes the location, orientation and field 
associated with each active element and writes out an input file for G4beamline.  In addition to the beam 
line description, shielding elements and detection planes are included in the G4beamline file.  There are 
several recent muon collider lattices included in the code.  The user may choose or modify the existing 
lattices with input commands, or he/she may supply a custom lattice by writing a configuration class that 
lists the beam elements and drifts. 
 
 
Fig. 2:  Schematic showing the relationship of the Muon Collider simulation program to G4beamline and Geant4. 
In our application electrons from muon decays originate at locations uniformly distributed along the + 
and  reference trajectories.  As shown in Figure 2, a file is produced by the BeamMaker program which 
creates decay electrons (positrons) according to the Michel distribution and boosts them to the laboratory 
to achieve the proper energy distribution.  The beam electrons are written to an ASCII file in the standard 
format to be read by G4beamline.  
 
The goal of our study is to calculate the accelerator-generated backgrounds that could arrive at a muon 
collider detector. Using our package, we have simulated a 750750 GeV muon collider that the Muon 
Collider Task Force is considering for Fermilab. Table 1 gives the parameters for this machine.  The 
lattice design for this machine is described in Ref. [9], with a description of the interaction region design 
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given in Ref.[10].  In this study we have modeled the lattice ±75 m from the interaction point.  Figure 3 
shows the G4beamline representation of the muon collider lattice in the vicinity of the interaction region.  
The dipole magnets are shown in red while focusing (defocusing) quadrupoles are shown in green (blue).  
The figure also shows a 10° tungsten conical shield at the interaction region.  Detector components are 
also modeled but are not visible in the figure.  For flux calculations vertex and tracker planes are placed at 
the locations used by the SiD detector [11], and particles are recorded as they traverse the planes.  
Material for the calorimeters is present, but no particle flux scoring is performed.  Figure 4 shows the 
number of particles crossing the detector planes.  Figure 5 shows the particle fluxes crossing the detector 
planes. Because of the time requirements, a million muons were generated and then the rates were 
normalized to 21012 muons per bunch for the two muon beams.  Particles are counted if they have a 
minimum kinetic energy of 200 keV.   
 
Table 1. The parameters that describe a first generation muon collider that is being considered are shown. 
 
Parameter Value 
Center-of-mass energy 1.5 TeV 
Each Beam Energy 0.75 TeV 
Luminosity 10
34
 cm
2
sec
1 
Bunches per Fill 1 
Muons /Bunch 21012 
Repetition Rate 15 Hz 
Ring Circumference 2.6 km 
 
 
Fig. 3:  G4beamline model of the muon collider lattice in the region ±75 m from the interaction point.  The figure has a transverse to 
longitudinal aspect ratio of 10 to make the elements visible. 
3.2. Shielding and Forward Cone Design 
In our study we have looked at how much shielding is needed to reduce the accelerator backgrounds to a 
tolerable level without compromising the potential physics.  Much of the decay electron backgrounds go 
in the forward and backward directions.  Conical shielding with high Z material such as tungsten can 
remove much of the backgrounds; however it can also reduce the acceptance of some of the interesting  
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Fig. 4:  Count of particles crossing detector planes as a function of plane radius.  The counts for one bunch crossing are normalized 
to 21012 muons/bunch for each of the two muon beams. 
 
Fig. 5:  Fluxes for particles crossing detector planes as a function of the plane radius.  The fluxes for one bunch crossing are 
normalized to 21012 muons/bunch for the two muon beams. 
 
Fig. 6: Variations of the shielding design for different cone angles. 
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physics that can be done at a muon collider, such as multi-lepton events where one or more of the leptons 
are lost in the shielding.  We have varied the design of the conical shielding as shown in Figure 6.  In all 
of the shielding configurations the inner surface of the cone remains the same.  The outer dimensions of 
the cone are varied as the tangent of the cone angle.  The cone material is mostly tungsten (shown in 
yellow), with borated polyethylene (shown in orange) on the outer surface of the cone.  Figure 7 shows 
the gamma and neutron fluxes at the tracker detector plane situated at 47 cm radius as a function of the 
shielding cone angle. The figure shows a strong dependence of background on the cone angle.  In the 
previous study [3, 12] the shielding cone angle was chosen to be 20°; however preliminary results of a 
more recent study [13] using MARS suggest that a 10° cone is feasible.  Our study shows that there is still 
considerably more background with a 10° shielding cone; however, one must include the physics to know 
the ideal shielding angle. 
 
 
Fig. 7: Gamma and neutron fluxes seen at R=47 cm as a function of shielding cone angle.  The fluxes for one bunch crossing are 
normalized to 21012 muons/bunch for the two muon beams. 
Detailed study of the backgrounds into the forward region will be crucial for efforts in forward region 
design. We have a proposal to study for partial instrumentation of the forward region shielding which will 
have implications for triggering, luminosity measurement and physics analysis possible.  Knowledge of 
particle fluxes will be critical to these efforts. 
3.3. Backgrounds Simulation Verification 
Verification of the background flux results from G4beamline is important.  We are in the process of 
comparing the background flux rates with MARS [14].  In the previous muon collider studies [3], two 
studies were performed, one using MARS and the other Geant321.   
 
 
Fig. 8:  Diagram illustrating using the same input description for MARS. 
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These studies were competitive, which was beneficial in converging to the final results.  We have used 
the BruitDeFond and BeamMaker programs to write output files that can be read by MARS, as is shown 
in Figure 8.  BruitDeFond produces a GEOM.INP file that describes the collider lattice, shielding and 
detector planes as a MARS extended geometry.  The detector planes are described as histogram surfaces 
in MARS in the MARS.INP.  The field description is passed to MARS in the FIELD.INP file of our 
design.  Appropriate MARS user subroutines are written to use the field description and to read the same 
decay electron file that was used in the G4beamline analysis.  This approach insures that the geometry 
and field descriptions should be similar for a comparison. 
 
Figure 9 shows a comparison of background fluxes seen by G4beamline (in blue) and MARS (in red).  
There is a reasonable agreement between the electromagnetic backgrounds.  The largest inconsistency is 
in the neutron fluxes at small radial distance.  This may in part be due to differences in the neutron time 
distributions.  The neutron flux differences are being investigated at this time. 
 
Fig. 9: A comparison of the background fluxes from G4beamline (shown in blue) and MARS (shown in red). 
Output background events from G4beamline are produced to be used for physics analysis.  We have 
chosen the same format that is being used for transferring MARS background events to those studying 
muon collider physics. This endeavor will provide an independent analysis of the muon collider 
backgrounds from that performed with MARS [15].  Our previous experience with the 1997 muon 
collider background studies [3] benefitted significantly from having more than one group look at the 
background issues using complementary approaches. 
4. Further Work 
We have made a comparison between G4beamline and MARS and found that although the gamma and 
electron fluxes were similar there were differences in the neutron comparison.  This is currently being 
examined.  Related issues, such as the underperformance of the borated polyethylene in absorbing 
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neutrons in G4beamline/Geant4, have also been discovered, and we will verify that the process of neutron 
absorption is properly implemented.  Understanding these issues is part of the verification process that 
needs to be performed. The Bethe-Heitler process +A +X can be a source of very energetic muons. 
Certain changes to the background program and to G4beamline will be necessary to facilitate the B-H 
muon study. 
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